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Reinventing

your bACKyard
by Holly Finigan
photos courtesy of Jesse Dutra

Jesse Dutra of Jesse Dutra
Landscape, Inc. The company,
which has been in operation
since 1998, is a design/build
landscaping contractor based
in Nantucket, Massachusetts
and is headed by Jesse and
his sister, Emily Dutra.
Their work together is synergistic
and results in a landscape
company with an extraordinary
portfolio of hardscapes and
softscapes including highlights
such as organic lawns and
gardens, container plantings and
beautiful stonework. In 2005,
they formed “Waterscapes by
Jesse Dutra” and began
building traditional swimming
pools and ponds, which have
become a fairly sizable portion
of their work.

I

t's not just a backyard anymore, it's your very own
living work of art, and Jesse Dutra and his team can
help you “paint” this picture.

Wave goodbye to that old Smithsonian-looking lawnmower
and rusted garden hedger - say hello professional landscaping
team. Say so long to those annoying, dirty, impossible-toever-get-clean grills. Introducing gorgeous fire pits and
wood-burning ovens. It's not just a few porch lights. It's
about lighting your outdoor living space in a useful way
after the Nantucket sun sets. Oh, and while you’re at it, say
goodbye to chlorine and chemicals. Voilà! You now have
your very own “green” pool. Going green was never so
beautiful or satisfying, and Jesse knows how to do it.
Jesse Dutra calls himself a ‘94 wash-a-shore. The 36-yearold Westport, Massachusetts native was born into a selfdescribed “earthy family.” His father was a lobster boat
captain, and his mother was an herbalist, greenhouse
activist and even a goat breeder. His father spent time as a
marine biologist on Nantucket and brought Jesse out after
he finished his education at an agricultural school.
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Jesse immediately fell in love with the Island and the natural people of Nantucket.

a Germany-based company, Jesse has been trained to design chemical free

By 1997, after a few years as a landscape employee, Jesse decided to start his

waterscapes. He stresses that the design capabilities are endless, and he sees

own company, and Jesse Dutra Landscape was born. While building his client

these pools as a lifestyle change. This state-of-the-art system can integrate your

base, Jesse worked in restaurants and scalloped seasonally. As his business grew, he

waterscapes with your landscaping needs, purifying both your lawn and pool

expanded his company, and brought in his sister Emily. She has a green thumb

water, using both in combination. Over the past two winters, Jesse has taken

and a serious talent for container designs that impressed her big brother and his

extensive classes in Germany, learning just how to make pools “sustainable.” He

clients immensely. Emily still works with him today. She is the creativity behind the

is currently in the process of building the first two organic swimming pools in the

lovely window boxes at the ‘Sconset post office. It isn’t just Jesse’s experience in

United States, and one of them will be in Tom Nevers!

garden and landscape design that has taken off in Nantucket. It is also his focus
on waterscape design and state-of-the-art technology with pools that has taken

When asked, “Just how do you do it?” - turning regular backyards into stunning

the Island for a dip into the future.

works of art - Jesse says it's all a visual thing. Jesse loves the freedom of landscape design, as it allows him to be creative and design on the site. This “im-
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Since 2005, Jesse has designed 20-plus pools and spas on Nantucket. It’s not just

promptu” freedom lets Jesse and his crew focus on any issues that arise as they

eye-catching infinity pools or luxurious built-in Jacuzzis or even the inviting

work and turn them into part of the design. Sometimes a tree that seemed like a

gardens that surround these waterscapes that make them special. It's that Jesse is

burden in the plan turns into a focal point. He tries to keep as much of the natural

making those aqua-blues go green, as he’s working on producing the Island's

beauty intact – that same beauty that brought Jesse to the island 17 years ago in the

(and the nation’s) first organic swimming pool. As a licensed partner to Bionova,

first place.
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... turning regular backyards into stunning works of art ...

And while his ever-expanding business has kept Jesse quite busy year-round, he
and his wife, Hadley, still enjoy the simple joys of Nantucket, whether walking
with their two young children out Hummock Pond Road, vacationing at Tuckernuck
or teaching their offspring the treasures of Nantucket history at the Whaling Museum.
Regardless of whatever he might be focusing on, it's crystal clear that Jesse Dutra
is dedicated to the upkeep of the beauty of Nantucket, one yard or pool at a time.
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... one yard or pool at a time.
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